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Let L = z,‘= I Xi be sum of squares of vector fields in IR” satisfying a HGrmander 
condition of order 2: span(Xi, [Xi, Xj]) is the full tangent space at each point. A 
point x E 8D of a smooth domain D is characteristic if X, ,..., X, are all tangent to 
aD at x. We prove sharp estimates in non-isotropic Lipschitz classes for the 
Dirichlet problem near (generic) isolated characteristic points in two special cases: 
(a) The Grushin operator #/ax* + x2 a2/af2 in I?*. (b) The real part of the Kohn 
Laplacian on the Heisenberg group r-, (a/ax, + 2yj a/at)’ t (a/ay, - 2x, a/at)’ 
in R2”+‘. In contrast to non-characteristic points, C” regularity may fail at a 
characteristic point. The precise order of regularity depends on the shape of aD at 
x. 
Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. The Grushin operator. 3. Preliminary results on 
the Heisenberg group. 4. f, spaces and strongly isolated characteristic points. 
5. Boundary regularity near characteristic points. Appendix. References. 
1. INTRODUCTION ’ 
Let x, )...’ X,,, be smooth real vector fields on R” satisfying a HGrmander- 
type condition of step 2, namely, X, ,..., X,, [Xi, X,], i, j = l,..., m, span the 
tangent space at each point. Let D be a smooth bounded domain in R”. 
Denote 9 = -CJ’=, X; . Kohn [ 111 and Hkmander [ 81 have proved that for 
4 E G’(D), 
Re [ (94) 6 Cl l1411i,2 - Cl ll~lli~~, (1.1) 
(H, is the Sobolev space of order s.) It follows that the Dirichlet problem 
(see 1121) 
Y’u=finD; u IaD = g (1.2) 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. The manuscript 
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I There is an error in 3.3 that affects Sections 3 and 5. A correction can be found at the end 
of the paper. 
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has a generalized solution for f E Coo(D), g E C&(Jo) (modulo a finite 
number of compatibility conditions). 
A point x of 8D is called characteristic if the principal symbol of i 
annihilates the normal to ~30 at X. Kohn and Nirenberg 1 121 showed that 
under very general circumstances if an operator satisfies an estimate like 
(l.l), then the solution u to the Dirichlet problem is smooth up to the 
boundary at all non-characteristic points. The study of characteristic points 
for second-order operators with semidefinite principal symbol was initiated 
by Fichera [ 31, and extended Oleinik [ 171 and Kohn and Nirenberg I13 /. 
(See [ 131 for further references.) However, their results concerning boundary 
regularity do not apply to the sort of characteristic point that arises for an 
operator Y of HGrmander type. 
In Part I 191 we examined non-characteristic boundary points. In Part II 
we shall be concerned with estimates for u near characteristic points in two 
special cases : 
The operator Y0 represents the real part of the Kohn Laplacian on the 
Heisenberg group (see [ 11, 141). 
Let us give a rough statement of our main result. We will measure 
smoothness in “non-isotropic” Lipschitz (or HGlder) classes r,, 0 < ,8 < GO 
(See Section 4, 14; 9; 161.) These classes are suited to Y in the same way 
that the usual scale of Lipschitz classes /i, are suited to elliptic operators. 
Suppose that in the Dirichlet problem (1.2),f is of class r, Z on dD and g is 
of class To. Suppose also that the characteristic point x0 has a certain 
generic type (called strongly isolated; see Section 4). Then u is of class r, 
only if /3 <PO, where PO is a critical index depending only of the Hessian. 
XiXjr(xo), i, j = l,..., m, at x0 of a defining function r for D. (The solution 21 
is constructed by the Perron method, not by L2 methods.) The main idea of 
Part II is to introduce appropriate polar coordinates. This technique was first 
exploited by Kondratiev (141 in the classical Dirichlet problem. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the second section we treat the 
Grushin operator. The point is to illustrate the idea of non-isotropic dilation 
and the close analogy between a characteristic point and the vertex in the 
classical Dirichlet problem for a cone (see 17, 14, 15 1). The rest of the paper 
is devoted to extending these ideas from the Grushin operator to YA. This 
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extension is far from complete. In particular, it would be useful to obtain 
similar estimates for the full Kohn Laplacian, Ya = Y0 + ia(a/at) for 
a = n - 2q, q = 1, 2 )...) n - 1. 
In the third section we prove a small amount of Holder continuity for 
solutions to the homogeneous df = 0) Dirichlet problem for ip, and exhibit 
explicit examples of solutions with singularities. In the fourth section we 
recall the definitions of Lipschitz classes r, and describe their restriction to 
~30 near (strongly isolated) characteristic points. In the final section we use 
dilation invariance, the results of Part I [9], the weak maximum principle, 
and a strict maximum principle due to Bony [ 1 ] to deduce regularity a 
characteristic points for 9,. The use of the (weak) maximum principle is 
what limits our regularity theorem to Ya for a = 0 only. More generally, one 
might hope to prove regularity in the Dirichlet problem for the Kohn 
Laplacian, Cl,, on CR manifolds and to attack other boundary value 
problems for Cl, such as the &-Neumann problem. 
This article is the sequel to [9], which will be referred to throughout as 
Part I. The notations 1.3.9 and Theorem 1.3.9, for example, refer to 
Theorem 3.9 of Part I. I would like to reiterate my thanks to my adviser, E. 
M. Stein, for his valuable suggestions. 
2. THE GRUSHIN OPERATOR 
Associated to the Grushin operator L = -#/8x* - x2i3*/at2 is a natural 
dilation 6(x, t) = (6x, d’t). Denote f&(x, t) =f(6x, d’t), then Ldfs) = d*(Lf),. 
Define a distance d((x, t), (x’, t’)) = (x - x’l + min(] t - t’]/]x], (t - t’ ]“2). 
Then 
d((x, t), (x’, t’)) < Cd((x’, t’), (x, t)), 
4(x, 7 t,>, (x3 7 t3)) Gwx, 7 tl), (X2) t*)> + 4(x2 3 f2)T (x3 3 f3)) 
(symmetry and triangle inequality). Denote r, = {f E C(IR*) I for all 6 > 0, 
a E IR*, there exists P(b) a polynomial such that If(b) -P(b)] <A@ 
whenever d(a, b) < S]. The r, norm off is sup If] + the smallest A above. 
For information about r, see [ 161. In particular we note that ]]f]lr,+, is 
equivalent to IlWW%, + Il-WWfllr, + IlflL. The spaces To. 
0 < /I < 03, form a scale under real interpolation. 
Let D be a smooth domain in the (x, t) plane. A characteristic point of 8D 
is a point for which a/ax and x(a/lV) are tangent to 30. By a translation in t 
we may as well assume that the characteristic point is (0,O). Then i3D is 
horizontal at the origin and has the equation 
t = Mx2 + g(x), where g = 0(x3). 
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The region D,,, = {(x, f) 1 t > Mx*} is tangent to D at (0,O) to third order and 
D, is invariant under dilation. We can therefore solve the Dirichlet problem 
for L in D, by separation of variables, using polar coordinates. The hope is 
that the behavior of solutions to the Dirichlet problem in D near (0,O) is 
similar to the behavior in D,w. This procedure has been carried out for the 
usual Laplacian in dilation invariant regions relative to usual dilations, in 
other words, cones (see [7, 14, 151). 
Define polar coordinates by 
p = (x4 + 4ry r =: cos % = Zt/p?. 
(2.11 
Hence, L( g,.(r) 0”) = 0 if and only if 
I (1 -r2)$;7~+(V/Z)(V/2+ l/2)] g,.(t)=O. (2.2) 
This is a Jacobi equation [ 18, p. 601. One solution is usually denoted 
Pj,;r’(r). It is an ultraspherical polynomial when r is an even integer. Two 
independent solutions are given by 
g,(x, t ; v) = F,($( 1 - T), v) 
g,(x, t; v) = (sgnx) I+(1 - s)i’!“F,(+(l -5), v). 
where F,, and F, are hypergeometric series: 
F,(z, v) = F((v + 1)/2, v/2; 3/4: z), 
F,(z, v) = F(v/2 + 314, -v/2 i- l/4 : 514 : z). 
Note that (sgn x) / i( 1 - r)1”4 = x( 1 + 2tpm ‘) I” is smooth away from (0,O). 
Denote the negative t axis by L, = ((0, t) 1 t < 0). For (x, t) E rF:*\L I , 
z = $( 1 + T) < 1, so the hypergeometric series are convergent. Thus g, and g, 
are smooth in R’\L,. They satisfy L(g,p“) = L( g,p”) = 0 and are the 
unique even and odd functions of x (up to multiplies) satisfying this 
property. 
Define coordinates 4 : R + i3D,+, by 4(y) = (1 + 4M*)- ‘j4(y, Mt,*). (Note 
that p@(y)) = 1~1.) Suppose that the Poisson kernel for D,w exists. More 
precisely, suppose there is P(x, t; v) such that if f E C?(R) and p(f) = 
u(x, t) = ly,, P(x, t ; y) f(u) dy, then Lu = 0 in D,\,. lim, it?’ u(x. t) = 0, u is 
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continuous in fi,+, and u@(y)) = f(y). W e will give a formal argument to 
show that Mellin transform of P is given in terms of g, and g,. We will then 
define P as the inverse Mellin transform of the correct symbol and prove in 
this way existence and estimates for the Poisson kernel. 
Formally, let 
.O” S,(x, t; v) = 
! 
P(x, t ; Y> I Y I” dy, 
-00 
S1(x,t;u)= .cc 
! p(x, 1; Y> I Y I” (sgn Y> dy. -m 
We expect dilation invariance for P: 
P(6x, 6*t; Sy) d(6y) = P(x, t ; y) dy. 
Hence, S,(C?X, 8*t; V) = S”S,,(x, t ; V) and similarly for S, . Therefore, we 
expect 
Sj(X, t ; v) = hj(X, f ; v) p”. j= 1, 2, 
where hi is some multiple of gj. Since P@“) has boundary values p”, we 
expect that S,(x, t ; V) = p”, S,(x, t ; v) = (sgn x) p” for (x, t) E a0,. This 
uniquely specifies S, and S,. Denote 
c,(M, v) = gj(x, Mx2 ; v). (This is independent of x.) 
Sj(X, t ; V) = Uj(e, V) P”. (cos e = r) 
Let 19~ be defined by 0 < 8, < rc and cos 0, = 2M/(l + 4M*)“*. Then 
D,= vialel <m. 
Several candidates for the Poisson kernel are given by the integral formula 
PW;Y)=~Y-~~~ kde,~+i~) 
--oo 
+ u,(&p + iv>)@/y>4"" &. (2.3) 
In Appendix I we prove several facts about (J,, and u, that will tell us when 
(2.3) is convergent. 
(a) The zeros of cj(M, V) are real and simple. Thus u,, and u1 have 
simple real poles. 
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(b) If 0 < v0 < rz < vq < ... are the positive zeros of cO(M, v) and 
0 < v, < 1’3 < . . . are the positive zeros of c,(M, v), then they are interlaced. 
0 < ug < 1’1 < v* < vj < . ’ * . Moreover, the nonpositive zeros of c,(M, V) and 
c,(M, V) are images of the positive zeros under the mapping v + -v - 1. In 
particular, there are no zeros in the interval -1 < v < 0. 
(c) laj(B, p + iv)1 < C,e- ‘s~B~li In’. provided /? + iv is a positive 
distance from a pole of uj. 
We will also need a differential version of (c): 
(d) IO-41” g&$7,(8. V) < C(1 + Iq)--‘+5 
/ 
where r = p + iv, C depends on /3, j, k, 6, and 6 > 0. 
A similar estimate holds for a,(0, v) with a suitable modification to take 
into account the fact that o, is not smooth in 0 as 8+ 0. (0, is smooth near 
H = 0 as a function of x and t.) 
Estimate (d) expresses the fact that u0 and cr, are symbols of Poisson type 
(see 16, p. 88 1, and Part I, Section 4.) 
Denote I,=(-v,-l,v,); Ij=(vj-,,vj), I_j=(-vj-l, -vj-,-l)= 
I, 2, 3.... . Properties (a), (b), and (c) show that Pi is well defined: 
t a,(& P + iv))@/.v)‘* itl dv. (2.3’1 
with p E Ii. By contour integration, the integral is independent of the value 
of p in I,. 
By estimate (d) we can differentiate under the integral sign for (x, t) E D,, 
(i.e., 1151 < 0,). The integrand in (2.3’) is annihilated by L because of (2) and 
the definition of o,, and u, . Hence, Pj(x, t ; y) is annihilated by L for all J’. 
In order to prove that Pi is a Poisson kernel, it remains to show that Pi(f) 
tends to f on do,,,. (This will only be true for certain f depending on P, .\ 
We will deduce from (d) the estimates 
lpjI < C&(d((XT f), 4(Y))-’ t Pm ‘)lmj@/Y))* (2.4) 
where c = d((x, t), do,,) and 
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From (2.4) it is easy to see that the integral Pi(f) = 
I?‘, Pj(x, t ; y) f( y) dy converges whenever f satisfies 
J 
.a, If( @ < o3 
-cc mj(lYI-') * 
(2.5 > 
Suppose that j3 E Zj, then 1 yj4 satisfies (2.5) and by Fourier inversion, 
j-m (pj x, t; Y) IY15dY=aO(e~P)P4~ . -m 
Recall that aO(O,,p) = o,(e,,/I) = 1 and p@(y)) = I y j. Let f be continuous 
and satisfy (2.5). Write f =fO + f,, where f. is even and fi is odd. For 
/I E Zj, (x, t) E D,w we can take the limit as (x, t) -+ $(y,,) : 
lim Pjf (x, t) = lim 
I 
pj(x3 ti Y)f(Y)& 
-cc 
.* = lim 1 pj(x, t; Y)(fO(Y) -fO(YO) I Y/YOl’) dY -cc 
.O” + lim 
J 
pj(xl t; Y)(f*(Y) -fl(YO) I Y/YOl’ CsP Y>> h 
-co 
+ lim irn pj(x3 t ; Y> I Y/Y0 1’ & fO(Y0) 
+ lim 
J -m Pj(x3ti Y)IY/Y014@n Y)&f,(Yo) -cc 
The limits are evaluated using (2.4), (2.5), and the fact that f is continuous. 
Note that when f E C,(D), f satisfies (2.5) forj = 0. Hence, P,-,(f) is well- 
defined. Moreover, by (2.4), P,,(f) tends to zero as t -+ co. Thus by the weak 
maximum principle P,,(f) is the unique Poisson kernel with the properties 
given earlier in this section. 
Let us now sketch how to deduce estimates on Pj from (d). At the same 
time we will estimate x/Pj(x, t; y), where p is a monomial of length IyI in 
a/ax and x(a/at). 
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First of all, in the range y/2 <p < 2y, the estimates are 
These estimates are like those on the ordinary Poisson kernel in the upper 
half plane. Observe that E z (0 - 0,)~. From (d) and (2.3’) 
Also. d((.u.~).~(~))-p(l~-~,I+Ilogl~/~ll). A similar splitting 
III! > 1 log lp/~*/ / ’ and an integration by parts in q gives 
These two estimates combine to give the first estimate in (2.7): 
1 Pji < Cd((x, t), #( 4’)))‘. The others are similar. 
To obtain (2.6), note that because a,(O, V) = 1. 
The integrand 
has the same estimates as uO. The same holds for u,, hence an integration by 
parts in q gives lP,ij ,< Cy-’ IO- O,l(log ip/yi)-‘. This and the bound Cf: ’ 
above give (2.6). 
In the range of p < y/2, shift the contour past the pole at the upper limit 
of the interval Ii. For I,, for example, for V, > p > rO. 
The second term is the residue at the pole at I’,,. c{)(M. V) denotes 
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(d/dv) c&c v). s ince g&, t; v,J vanishes for (x, t) E cTD,,,, 1 g,(x, t; v,,)l < 
C 1 B - 8, /. An integration by parts as in the proof of (2.6) shows likewise, 
for p < y/2. Hence, since I(0 - O,, N q-‘, 
IP& t; Y)lS c~P-‘KP/Y)“~-’ + @/Y)4Y-‘l 
5 C&P - 2@/y)“O+ ‘.
A similar argument using a contour with p ( -vO - 1 for p > 2y gives 
(P,(x, t; y)( < C~p-~@/y)-“~. Thus 
IPOI~ C~P-21d.P/Y) for p < +y or p > 2y. 
Differentiation loses a power of p each time: 
IMP,/ 5 CP-‘-“‘/mo@/Y>; p < iy or p > 2~. 
In general we have 
lpjl 5 CE(d((Xv t>,$(Y>>-2 + P2>lmj@/Y) 
IxYPjl 2 C(d((X> t), 4(Y))-‘-“I + p-‘-“‘)/mj@/Y)* 
(2.8) 
It is easy to check that the restriction of r, to aD,,, is the same as A,(lR), 
where aD, is identified with R by 4. Indeed, the extension of a function in 
A,(k?D,) that is constant in the t variable belongs to I-,. The restriction of r, 
to aD, is contained in A,(aD,) because the tangent to do,,,, 
8/8x + 2Mx a/at, is a linear combination of the basic vector fields a/ax and 
x a/at and because the restriction of the distance function d to aD, is 
comparable to ordinary distance on aD,. The restriction of To to 0, will be 
denoted r,(o,). 
(2.9) THEOREM. If f E!,(R) has compact support and vjp, < a < Vjy 
then P(f) belongs to r,(D,) if and only if f satisfies j compatibility 
conditions described below. In particular, if0 < a < v,, then P(f) belongs to 
I’,(DM) with no compatibility. 
Proof: Let f = f. + f,, where f. is even and f, is odd. Denote the Mellin 
transform by 
i;(v)=jomf;(y)yp'.~. j=Q 1. 
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J(V) is meromorphic in Rev < a with poles (possibly) at nonnegative 
integers. For -v” - 1 < p < 0 we can write (by Plancherel’s theorem) 
Suppose that a is not an integer k < a < k + I. We can extend our 
estimates to the integer case by real interpolation. Choose p so that 
max(vi , , k) < /3 < a. Then, 
v- = ; 1.“. (U”(B, p + i?7).7# + iv) J 
+a,(B,p+il7)3~~+irl))p”+‘qdy+A B+C. 
A, B, and C are sums of residues from three types of poles, namely, poles of 
.f, q J q poles of q, . 0, , and the coincidence of these. Let 
N, = {n 1 n is even, c&44, n) = 0, 0 < n < u}, 
N, = (n 1 n is odd, c,(M, n) = 0. 0 < n < a}, 
Note that f::“(O) = 0 when n is odd and f:“‘(O) = 0 when n is even. 
Note that I’?,,, 6Z N,, and rZm + , 6? N, guarantees that &(v~,,) and 3,(r2,,, I ,) are 
finite. 
c- \‘ -@(O) 
nt,,, 
,,(A n) @"wxP) g,(xt; n) +sb(x,t:fi)p") 
0 3 
+ \' of:"' 
Z, n. 
c, $ n> (p”(log p) g,(.u, t ; n) t g’,(x. t: n) p”). 
0 1 
Here again gb(x, t; v) denotes differentiation with respect to V. 
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The restriction of A + B + C to ao, is the Taylor series off up to order k. 
All other terms vanish on the boundary. Let 
Then 
V(Y) =f(y) - y f’“‘(0) Y”. 
Pl<a 
w1 = Ja: Pj(x,t;y)v(y)dy+A +B+C. 
-‘x 
The term A is a global C” function. Indeed, a,,(& n) p” for n even and 
a,(& n)p” for n odd are polynomials in x and t. Each summand in B is 
exactly run for appropriate n. Hence for regularity we must impose 
compatibility conditions 
&fg(VZm) = 3#2,+ 1) = 0 for V2m 4 No, V2mt 1@ N, 5 
V2m9 v2,,,+, < a. These are global conditions onf. They imply B = 0. 
For term C to vanish we must require the local conditions f:‘(O) = 0, 
n EN,, and fin)= 0, n E N,. We can rewrite this as f’“‘(O) = 0, for 
tIENoUN,. 
It remains to verify the smoothness of J^Y, Pj(X, t ; y) v(y) &. Observe 
that e-%(fe’) belongs to /i,(R) as a function of s. Let Q,(s) be the Taylor 
polynomial of order k of e-5( *es) at fes = y,, . 
I V(Y) - 1~1” Q,&log I YII 5 Cy”(log I Y/J+, I)” for y(sgn y,) > 0. 
Define v(v) = exp(-(v - CZ)~~+‘) for some large integer N > a, 1&3 + iv) is 
rapidly decreasing as n + f 03 and 1 - v(v) vanishes to order 4N + 2 as v 
approaches a. Write Pj = Pj’) + Pj2’, where 
Py,, 1; y) =+ y-y” $Y@J + iv> 
-m 
+ o,(kP + ilr))@/Y>4+iv(P + iv) drl Gc E Ij>. 
Because w is rapidly decreasing as v + 00, Pj” satisfies better estimates 
than Pj: 
p?Pj”I 5 cp-‘-‘+zj@/y). 
Pj” satisfies the same estimates at Pj, but it is also orthogonal to 
/ y laQ,,(log I y I), provided degree Q S 4N + 2. 
because vi-, < a < vi. 
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ST /-O Pj”(x,t; v)(v(y))-!~‘l”Q~,(logi~)))~~I 
1 
5 Cd((x, t), imw)Q 1;” for 171 > LI. 
In all, I,VPJc)(x, t)l 5 Cd((x, t), 8D,W)am I71 for all j 111 > a. It follows easily 
that Pi(~) can be extended to a function that is r, in a neighborhood of 
(0, 0). (For a more complicated extension of this kind see 1.4.) This 
concludes the proof. 
The simplest case of Theorem (2.9) is the case M = 0. In that case, 
V 2k = 4k + 2, vZki, = 4k + 3 k = 0, 1. 2.... 
(see [ 2. p. 104 (50) and (51)j). The compatibility conditions are thus all 
local. 
As was first observed by H. Hung (personal communication) the local 
compatibility conditions can be found by differentiating the equation with 
respect to x. In this particular case the local conditions suffice for regularity. 
A similar phenomenon for the heat operator is treated in I13 1. It seems likely 
that the missing global compatibility in the case of the heat operator could 
be explained by means of the Mellin transform. The special functions that 
arise in that case are Laguerre functions. 
A great deal is known about the behavior of the values vj as M varies (see 
1 18 I). In particular, it is easy to see that as M tends to infinity so does r,, 
and as M tends to -co, v. tends to 0. Note that the Poisson kernel P,, 
vanishes to order vo, exactly, at the characteristic point. This phenomenon 
was observed by Gaveau [S, p. 1061 for Ii, in the Heisenberg ball 
‘z I4 + t2 < 1. (See Section 3 or 1.1 for notations.) In that case we can explain 
why the Poisson kernel vanishes to order 2 by the function u(z, t) = t, which 
is homogeneous in the appropriate sense of order 2 and is the analogue in the 
context of I/b of g,(x, t ; vo) pVo (for (v. = 2). 
For a general domain D we will prove a theorem that is far more crude. 
Suppose that m is a characteristic point of i?D. Translate in t so that 
m = (0,O) and let D,v = ((x, t) / t > Mx’} be tangent to D at (0, 0) to third 
order. The critical index for D at m is defined to be vo. the first positive pole 
of the symbol of the Poisson kernel for D,,,. 
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(2.10) THEOREM. For any f E C(aD), there is a unique function 
u E C(D) such that Lu = 0 in D and u = f on l3D. Let 4,) $2 belong to 
C~([R2) be supported irt a small neighborhood of m with supp oz c {$, = 1). 
If 4, f E A,(aD) and a < v,,, then &u E r,(b). If a > vO, then for some 
fE A,(X)), $2 u @ f,@). 
Proof. The existence of a continuous solution is guaranteed by the 
construction of barriers (see Lemma (3.2) [ 1, lo]). The solution is unique 
by the weak maximum principle. For higher regularity at characteristic 
points we use another kind or argument. 
We may suppose that m = (0,O) and 30 by t =&Ix* + g(x) with 
g(x) = 0(x3). Assign local coordinates to 80 by projection 4 : (--E, E) --) XI ; 
4(x) = (x. &Ix2 + g(x)). Denote uIk(x, t) = gJx, t ; 2I~)p~~ 
UJX, t) is a polynomial in x and t. Also u,(x, t) does not vanish on t = Mx* 
provided j < vO. Assume a < v, and a is not an integer. It follows by an 
inductive procedure that for any $,f E Ai,( we can write 
g=f - cn,, cnU”laD~ where c, depends only 
on f”‘(O), j < n, and g satisfies 
e-““g@W)) E A,(R), s < log E, 
(2.11) 
as a function of s. Since u differs from the Poisson extension of g by a 
smooth function, we may as well assumef’“‘(0) = 0, n ( a and g = J: 
Define 
B, = {(x, t) 1 t > A4x2 + 1, (x4 + 412)3’4 < lo), 
B, = ((x, t) J t > kfx* + l/2, (x4 + 4t2)V4 < 201, 
f’, = 1(x, c> 14(x> f>, (1, W) < l/2}, 
v,={(x,t)(d((x,t),(l,M)<3/4}. 
For a subset S c R2, define 6S = {(6x, s’t) ] (x, t) ) (x, t) E S}. Let 
I, = {s ( #(s) E SV,}. For small 6, 6B, c D. If Lu = 0 in D, then 
IIXJUII L=QB,) < c6-“’ b\lL=WB$ (2.12) 
II~UII L”(GY,nD) < C~-‘y’wILwYpo~ 
+ IlfV(es>)llA~cr,,h (2.13) 
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where F = d((x, t), 80). There is a similar estimate to (2.13) replacing x with 
-x. 
These estimates are just dilations of well-known estimates for 6 = 1. The 
first amounts to interior regularity for L. The second is the dilation of a well- 
known Lipschitz boundary estimate for solutions to uniformly elliptic 
equations. 
Denote B = ((x, t) 1 (x4 + 4t2)1’4 < c). For some small fixed value of c. 
go@. t : a) /I” is bounded from below on D n 6B. Also, from (2. I 1 1. 
.f= O@“) on 60. The maximum principle applied to the region D n R 
implies 1 u(x, t)l 5 C / g,(x. t ; CX) p” / < Cp” for (x. t) E D r\ B. Hence, 
II4 , s (6Hz) + II u 111. ‘(AL 2 ,I! 2 CF. 
Estimate (2.1 1) says 
Therefore. 
using (2.12) and (2.13). As noted in Theorem (2.4), this estimate implies 
dz 24 E r,(D)* 
For failure of regularity, a > vO, consider u,(x, t) = g,(x, t ; v,,) pi’” and 
u*(.x, t) = (d/lav>[ g,(x, t; v)p”] ICE,.“. 
Because %D is tangent to do,,, to third order and because g,(x, f; I’,)) 
vanishes on c?D,+,, u,(x, t) = O@“Q+ ‘) on D. However, ~~(0, t) = ct“d*, c # 0. 
Thus u, E A,.,,, , (do), but U, 6? T,(D) for /3 > vO, unless v,is an even integer. 
A similar analysis shows u, E A.,(aD), but U? 6? r,.“(D). The singularity 
along the t axis is t“d’ log t. 
We conclude this section with several remarks on what is to come. 
Sections 3. 4, and 5 are devoted to the proof of an analogue of 
Theorem (2.10) for the operator p0 (Theorem (5.2)). The analogue of (2.11) 
is the space pfi described in Section 4. The barriers corresponding to 
g,,(x, t : v,,) p”” are constructed in Theorem (5.1). Part I concerns the 
analogue of (2.13). In this context, we would like to make explicit the 
connection between the proofs of Theorems (2.9) and (2. lo), hidden in 
estimate (2.13). In order to prove (2.13) one has to make estimates on the 
Poisson kernel for an elliptic operator. The simplest way to do this is the 
calculate the symbol of the Poisson kernel and use pseudo-differential 
operators. This is exactly what was done explicitly for the symbol of Pj in 
Theorem (2.9). In both theorems, non-isotropic dilations of the estimates 
give the full picture once the elliptic problem is understood. The non 
characteristic part of the Dirichlet problem for 2; is not elliptic, which is 
why it requires the analysis carried out in Part I. 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE HEISENBERG GROUP 
We begin in this section with a relatively weak result for go that does not 
require the heavy machinery of Part I. It is valid near any singular point not 
just at strongly isolated characteristic points (see Sect. 4 for the definition). 
At the same time, we will introduce some of the barriers analogous to 
g,(x, t ; vO) puo of Section 2. 
Denote the Heisenberg group by IH”. The underlying manifold is C” x IR. 
Group multiplication is given by 
(z, t) . (z’, t’) = (z + z’, t + f’ + 2 Im z . z”), 
where 
n 
z=x+iyEC”, tEIR,z.z”=~Zjq. 
j=l 
A basis for the left-invariant vector fields on IH” is Xi = a/ax, + 2yj a/at, 
Yj = 8/8yj - 2xj a/at, j = l,..., n, and T = a/at. The commutation relations 
are [Xi, Yk] = -46, T and all other commutators vanish. The natural norm 
on IH” is ](z, t)] = (]z]” + f ’ 1’4 From now on we will use the letters x, and y ) . 
(and w) to denote elements of IH”, not IR”. A left-invariant distance function 
is given by d(x, y) = Ix-iy 1, where x and y belong to IH”. Note that d(x, y) = 
d(y, x). There is an approximate triangle inequality d(x, y) < 
C(d(x, w) + d(w, y)) (see [4]). If 0 < /I < 1, r, is the space of functionsf on 
IH” such that for any x and y in IH”, 
If(x) - f(Y>l < c4x9 YY 
(see Section 4). For now we will only be concerned with small values of /3, 
/3 < 1. For a smooth bounded domain D or a hypersurface S in IH” define 
r,(D) and T,(S) as the restriction of r, to these subsets. 
The operator (see introduction) 
is a left-invariant operator on IH”, homogeneous of degree 2 with respect o 
the natural dilations 6(z, t) = (6z,s’t). A singular point x,, of 80 is a point at 
which Xj and Yj are tangent o cYD for all j. Making a left translation to the 
origin, the equation of aD at the origin is 
f = 4(z) + dZ)l g(z, r) = ql(.G f)13)* 
q(z) is a quadratic form in Re z and Im z. 
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Let us examine first the simplest case, namely, a rotation and dilation 
invariant region D, = ((2, t) ( t > A4 ]z]‘}. Denote p = (]z]” + t2)Y4 = ](z, t)j; 
r = t/p2. Then 
LP()(u(r) p”) = 4( 1 - r*y2(L,, u)(t) p.\ - ?* 
where 
This is a Jacobi operator. In fact, when n = 1 it is just the classical Legendre 
operator. One solution is denoted P$:(r) [ 18, p. 801. We are interested in the 
solution that is smooth as a function of (z, I) as r -+ 1. It is given by 
When O<A<2, one can see thatg,(l)=l andg,(r)+-co as r-+-l‘. 
Therefore g, has a zero r,, . One can check [2, p. 110 (14)] that as A --t O-. 
r-i + -I+. The function g*(t)p* is an example of a function that vanishes on 
’ iiD,W for M = rA/( 1 - rl) I”. Yet, as i -+ 0, g,l(r)pA belongs (locally) to 
f.,(D,,,) and no better smoothness class. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let D be a smooth bounded domain in lki”. The 
Dirichlet problem 9fu = 0 in D, u 1 aD = f has a unique solution u E C(D) for 
all f E C(aD). There is a positive /3, depending on D such that for all j3 < j?,, 
f E T,(aD) implies u E T,(D). For any /3 > 0 there is a domain D and 
f E ?(;iD) such that the solution u to the Dirichlet problem with boundar? 
values f does not belong to T,(b). 
Proof. The existence of a solution u for continuous boundary values can 
be obtained by the Perron method. The continuity of u up to the boundary at 
non-characteristic points was proved by Bony ] 11, who did it by 
constructing barriers. Gaveau (5 ] proved that u is continuous at every 
boundary point in the case of the Heisenberg ball jz]’ + t2 < I by 
probabalistic means. His method extends to any smooth domain. The 
solution u E C(D) is unique by the weak maximum principle. We give an 
explicit construction of barriers (at any boundary points) below. This gives 
an independent proof that u E C(D), although we will not carry out the well- 
known argument [lo]. Examples of domains for which solutions to the 
Dirichlet problem are not smooth are given by smooth truncations of D,, 
above (for large negative values of M) and by u = g,,(r) p-l for appropriate A. 
Let S(1)=((z,t)~/z~4+f2=1}. A cone is given by T,(w)= 
((oz. 6’t) ( 0 < 6 < e, (z, t) E w), where w is a spherical cap in S( 1). By 
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spherical cap we mean the intersection of S(1) with a small Euclidean ball. 
The main point of the r, estimate for u is that smooth domains D satisfy the 
analogue of the exterior cone condition. Because 30 has bounded second 
derivatives, for any (z,,, to) E cTD, there exists w c S( 1) such that diameter 
(w) > E and {(z,,, 4,) - (z, t> I (z, 0 E T,(w)} c ‘D. 
We will now construct barriers in the complement of these exterior cones. 
Let 0 be a smooth coordinate for the sphere S(1). 
(3.2) LEMMA. For any /3, > 0 and for any spherical cap w in S(l), there 
exists a subset B c S(1) such that S(l)/R c o and a barrier function 
g,(8)p4 satisfying 0 < /3 < p, and 
(a) % ad@+ = 0, 8 E Q, p > 0, 
(b) 0 < cl < go(e) < cz for 0 E S( 1)/w. 
Proof. The volume element for G” X R can be rewritten p*“’ ‘dp do(e), 
where do(e) is a smooth non-vanishing measure on S( 1). The power 2n + 1 
appears because the “homogeneous” dimension of @” x R is 2n + 2 : the t 
direction counts twice. Because Xj and Yj have degree -1 with respect to the 
non-isotropic dilations, Xi = p-‘XT + ai alap, 
where Xj” and q are vector fields in B only, Hence, 
Yj = p-‘q + bj(t9) 3/3p, 
Xj(g(e) P*) = (xjA g) PA-l9 
Yj(s(e) P”> = Cyj* 8) PA-‘, 
where Xjn = X7 + ilaj, Yjl = q + Abj. 
Define L, by the equation 
then 
Denote 
and 
(F, G) = j’! F(p, 8) G@, 0) p2n+ ’ dp da(e) 
(f, d = 1 f(e) g(e) da9 
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Choose w E Cp(O, co). Xi and Yi are self-adjoint up to sign on c ’ X p. In 
other words. 
V,(f(@ P% g(e) w@>) +U(@P.‘~ XL g(@ w@))> =0. 
Consequently. 
~(X,.,.c g)-(.LXj,-.& (2,t-,,)g)} 1.’ p’T4p)dp=O. I, 
Hence, 
Similarly, 
Denote 
The adjoint formulas for X,., and Yj.% show that 
(L,@ 4) = -D($) + (;I + n)2H(cD). (3.3) 
Also. since a,; = X,p and bj = yip, 
h = lz12/p2. (3.41 
Next. we prove the subcoercive (or subeiliptic) estimate 
D(d) 2 Cl ll~llt~, - C2fw)Y for all I$ E C,“(a) 0 c S( 1). (3.5 ) 
Because Q,~ and bi vanish to order 1 in z and h vanishes to order 2 (see 
(3.4)). 
It is easy to check that Xy and q on S(1) inherit from the ambient space 11 ill
the property that X,“, Yy , ix,“, q] span the tangent space at each point. (In 
fact, L t degenerates only on the equator S( 1) n (t = 01.) Therefore. by a 
theorem of Kohn [ 111; see also (1.1)) 
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for Q E CF((0)). Writing # as the integral of its gradient it is easy to see that 
CD(#) + CH()) > 11 #/1z2 and (3.5) follows. 
Estimate (3.5) implies that the inclusion mapping from the closure of 
C?(n) in the norm D(4) + CH@) to the closure of C?(n) in the norm H(Q) 
is compact. The Lax-Milgram lemma and spectral decomposition for self- 
adjoint compact operators leads to the existence of eigenfunctions gj(0) 
vanishing on 30 with eigenvalues ,uj such that 
D(Sj9 u> =PjH(gj9 u, for all 2, E C?(n). 
D(., .) and H(., .) are the polarizations of D(.) and H(.). Let (Aj + n)’ =pj, 
then by (3.3), LAjgj = 0, or 
90( gj(e) p’j) = 0. 
In particular, the first eigenvalue is given by 
(I,+n)*=inf 1% /#tCF(0)[. 
By standard variational arguments the corresponding eigenfunction g,(B) > 0 
and (A, + n)* decreases continuously as the region Q increases. In particular, 
when Q = S(l), the function g,(B) = 1 and D( g,)/H( g,) = n2. Therefore, for 
smaller regions (& + n)’ > ,*, i.e., A, > 0. The function of Lemma (3.2) is 
defined as g,(B) ~‘0 with /I = A,, and 0 a region sufficiently large that 
S( l)/.f2 c c w. 
It remains to prove that R can be chosen so that /I < /3, and so that 
g,(B)p4 satisfies (b). First we will show that as S(l)/0 shrinks to a point, A0 
tends to zero. The case of a spherical cap shrinking to the points when 
\z 1 = 0 was already checked explicitly for rotation invariant regions. Away 
from JzI = 0, the weight h in the norm H(4) does not vanish. Moreover, 
W) < fl’W4) + c (J 1 V# I2 + (j IV@ I’)“2 H(P)“‘) . 
In order to show A,, -+ 0, it therefore suffices to find 4 E C?(Q) such that 
JIV@J*/H(#)-+O as 0 h ’ k t s rm s o a point other than (z I = 0. 
This is easy on spheres of dimension k > 3. Suppose the complement of Q 
has radius 6. The problem reduces to an estimation of the usual Dirichlet 
integral of a function that vanishes in a small disc. If f(r) is the function 
satisfying f(6) = 0 and 
f’(r) = 0 r--c6 
=a-’ 6<r<26 
=o I > 26, 
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then f(r) = 1 for r > 26. If Q(x) = f(lxl), x E Rik, then 
J‘,Xl<l iv#(x)12 dx N .' f,(r)2rk-' d,.< cdk-2 
_ /xl< 1 lOWI dx r J 
= 
o 
When k = 2, we need a slightly different function : 
f’(r) = 0 r<6 
Thenf(r) > l/10 for r > 6”* and 
r; f’(r)*r dr 
1: f(r)‘r dr ’ ’ 
Replacing Q by a larger region, we can assume that aJ2 is non- 
characteristic at every point relative to the operator L,. The theorem of 
Kohn and Nirenberg [ 12, Theorem 31 then implies that go(B) E P(a). 
Bony’s maximum principle [ 1 ] says (in the case of y;) that if 
u E C(D) n P(D), u real, you = 0, and u attains its maximum in D, then u 
is constant. Since P,( g,( g) $0) = 0 and g,(8) pAO > 0 for 0 E ~2, Bony’s 
maximum principle implies g,(8) > 0 for 8 E R. Therefore, on a slightly 
smaller region o’ c c o, 0 < c, < go(8) < cl, 8 E w’. This concludes the 
proof of Lemma (3.2). 
We can now prove Theorem (3.1). Suppose f E r,(aD) with ,8 small. Fix 
(z”. to) E 8D and compare U(Z, t) - u(zor to) to the left translation by (z,, to) 
of a barrier function go(B)p4 in the region V= {(z, t) / d((z, t). 
(zo, to)) < E} n D. It follows from (3.2b) that the left translate of g,,(B)# is 
bounded above and below by multiples of d((z, t). (zo, to))D, for each 0, there 
is a finite collection of regions o’ cc w and associated barrier functions 
g,(B)p” such that for every point of 80 at least one barrier functions is 
defined and bounded above and below by multiples of d((z, t), (zo, to))’ in V. 
Thus the multiples, while they may depend on p, are uniform for all 
boundary points. It follows from the (weak) maximum principle that 
146 t) - u(q) 3 toI 2 c,d((z, t)- Go, to))” Ilfllr,,aw 
Let X; denote any monomial of length / y 1 in Xi and Yj. Let 
B, = {(z, t>l I(z, t>l < 1). 
(3.6) 
B, = {(z, t)l)l(z, [)I < 21. 
6B = ((&, s’t) I (z, t) E B}. 
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A dilation of Kohn’s interior estimate for solutions to +C&ou = 0 gives 
IIXUII Lqm,) 5 Cyd- ly’ II u lIL”(6B2). (3.7) 
Estimate (3.6) and left translations to small balls near 6’0 of estimate (3.7) 
give 
lJWz> f>l5 Cd((z, t), aDI’-“’ Ilfllr,cao,. (3.8) 
This implies u E To(D). 
Remark. If V is a small neighborhood of a non-characteristic point, then 
estimate (3.8) is valid for any p ( 1. 
Indeed, if T(Z, t) is a defining function for 80 and (0,O) E 3D is a non- 
characteristic point, the dilation of aD is 
s-‘(aD) = {(z, t) I r-(62, s’t) = 0). 
If T(Z, t) = a . x + b . y + ct + higher order terms, then the limit as 6 -+ 0 of 
u- ‘(aD) is the plane a . x + b . y = 0. The function a . x + b . y has 
homogeneous degree 1 and satisfies L$(a . x + b . y) = 0. It is a barrier 
function at (0,O) for the region {(z, t) ] a. x + b. y > 0} and aD is 
arbitrarily close to this region under dilation. 
This remark is important for the following reason. We do not known yet if 
the solution to the Dirichlet problem constructed in this way coincides with 
the L* construction mentioned in the introduction and used in Part I. 
Suppose thatf E Cm(aD) and u is the solution to the Dirichlet problem (3.1) 
with boundary values f. Let V be a small neighborhood of a non- 
characteristic point, then (3.8) for p > l/2 shows that Xju and Yju belong to 
L*( k’n 0). This proves that u is the solution to the Dirichlet problem in 
Vn D in the L* sense. Therefore, the regularity theorem of Kohn and 
Nirenberg applies to U, and we have proved 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. If f E ?(aD) and u is the solution to 4p,u = 0, 
u/aD = f given by the Perron process then u is C” up to the boundary at all 
non-characteristic points of 30. 
4. r, SPACES AND STRONGLY ISOLATED CHARACTERISTIC POINTS 
Recall that the space To for arbitrary p, 0 < /3 < co, is defined as the class 
of continuous functions f such that for any x E IH” and any 6 > 0, there 
exists a polynomial in y E IH” denoted P,,,,,(y) such that 
If(Y) - P(,,,,(Y)l < c@ 
(See [4,6] and 1.4.) 
whenever d(x, y) < 6. 
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In Part I we discussed the restriction of I-, to a hypersurface M that was 
non-characteristic with respect to YO. We will now consider a hypersurface S 
that contains a characteristic point and describe the restriction of r, to S, 
which we denote T,(S). Because we are only concerned with local properties. 
we will always ignore the boundary of S. 
Let r be a defining function for S. A point x E S is characteristic if 
\‘y , Xir(x)z + YIr(x)’ = 0. We say that the characteristic point s is 
strong/J, isolated if for some c > 0, 
;- xjr(yy + Yjr(y)‘> c lx ‘),I: 
,r, 
for J’ E S. 
Make a left translation so that u is sent to the origin. To say that S is 
characteristic at 0 means that r can be written in the form 
r(z, t) = f - q(z) + R(z. f). 
where q(z) = C’,“‘.=i aijxix,i (zj = xj + ixj+,, and R(z, t) = O(i(z, f)/‘). Let 
T”(z, t) = t - q(z) and S, = ((z, t) / r,(z, t) = O}. It is easy to check that 0 is a 
strongly isolated characteristic point of S if and only if 0 is an isolated 
characteristic point of S,. 
EXAMPLE. In IH’, 0 fails to be an isolated characteristic point of S,, if 
and only if 
r,(z,t)=t-aax:+a-‘xi (z =x, + ixz). 
Thus characteristic points that are not strongly isolated are special kinds of 
saddle points. 
We will now detine a “neighborhood system” in the neighborhood of a 
strongly isolated singular point x on S. This system will be a countable 
collection of open balls that are either disjoint from S or intersect S in a 
non-characteristic piece M. For simplicity we will assume that s = 0. Denote 
the dilation by 2,’ by 
Rj(Z, t)= (2'2 22't) , . 
Consider the annular regions 
Aj= {(z, t) / 2-j-l < l(z, t)l < 2- i+‘}. 
If r is the defining function for S, denote 
rj(z, t) = 2”r o R I 
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The zero set of rj is 
Sj = { (2, t) 1 Tj(Z, t) = O} = R,(S). 
Note that A, n Sj = R,(A, n S). We can partition A, into a finite collection 
of overlapping open balls C$, Vi such that 
(i) d(Gj, Sj) > C, 
(ii) I’{ is a small neighborhood of a non-characteristic point on 
A, n Sj as we have dealt with in Part I. 
This can be accomplished because the characteristic point in question is 
isolated. Thus for sufficiently large j, A,n Sj contains no characteristic 
points. 
Furthermore, because the low order terms in the Taylor series for r are 
t - 4(z), 
for (z, t) EA, 
uniformly inj. Finally, because 0 is a strongly isolated singular point, 
,$, (xirj(Y))2 + (yirj(Y>)2 2 c, Y E AO3 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
independent of j. 
Estimates (4.1) and (4.2) guarantee that the bounds involved in the 
construction of special coordinates in Part I, Section 2 are independent of j. 
It follows that the estimates on Poisson-type extension operators given in 
Part I, Section 4 are valid in neighborhoods V{ independent of i and j. 
Denote by Pb(S) the class of functions f on S such that 2j4f 0 R-j belongs 
to Z&l 0 n Sj) uniformly in j. (Recall that A ,, n Sj is a non-characteristic 
hypersurface, so that the restriction of Z, to A,, n Sj is described by 
Theorem 1.4.3.) 
(4.3) THEOREM. Suppose that /3 > 0 and p is not an integer. Every 
function in T,(S) can be written as the sum of a function in pD(S) and the 
restriction to S of a polynomial. Conversely, every such sum belongs to 
r&v. 
Proof. Suppose that f(x) belongs to Z, and k < ,6 < k + 1. The Taylor 
polynomial off at 0 of homogeneous degree k is given by 
P(x) = ,,Zk f Pm) XY? 
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where D’ is the left-invariant extension of the differential operator 8/@’ at 
the origin. Let g(x) = f(x) - P(x). By the proposition of Part I, Appendix A. 
(DYg(x)( < c 1xp for lyl < k. (4.4) 
We intend to prove that g belongs to pb(S). Denote the Taylor polynomial of 
homogeneous degree k for g at u by 
Estimate (4.4) implies that 2j4P, o Rmj(y) has C2k norm bounded uniformly 
inj for yEA,nSj. 
Take a Taylor polynomial Q!!( ) for 2j4P, o R mi at R,(x) in local coor- 
dinates on A, n Sj. Then as in I Appendix A, 
I 2j”g 0 R -j( .Y) - e’,( .Y)I < C@ whenever d(p, Rj(x)) -c 6. 
Thus by the characteristic of Theorem 1.4.3, 2”g 0 Rej belongs to 
T&l,, n Si) with bounds independent ofj. Consequently g belongs to G(S). 
For the converse, it suffices to show that p@) c T,(S). Let g belong to 
pD(S). Choose a partition of unity wij subordinate to Vi. We can use a 
Poisson-type extension operator to extend gwij to a function supported in Vi 
on one side of S. Each function, and hence their sum will satisfy (see 
Lemma 1.4.5) 
/ F2j4g 0 R -,i( y)( < C max((l.d(.v.A,nS,))“- ‘:‘I 
for all .r E A, n (w 1 rj(w) > O}. (Recall that X: is a monomial of length I’J~ in 
Xi and Y;.) Let x = R -j(~) and divide both sides of the equation by 2”’ ~ ,qi 
to obtain 
~X;~(x)~~Cmax(l,d(x,S))4~~~~forXE~~i~(~/~(~)~O}. 
Therefore by Lemma 1.4.6, g can be extended to be a function in lil. 
5. BOUNDARY REGULARITY NEAR CHARACTERISTIC POINTS 
We begin by solving a dilation invariant problem. Denote 
q(z) = Ct.;- * UijXiXj (Zj = xj + iXj+, and aii real numbers). Denote D, = 
((z, t ( t > q(z)}. As in Section 3, we use polar coordinates @, 6) on Iii”, with 
8 ranging over S(1) = ((z, t) I lz14 + t2 = 1) and p = (1~1” $ t2)‘j4. Let R, = 
D, n S( 1). Here is the analogue of g,(x, t ; rO) ~‘0 of Section 2. 
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(5.1) THEOREM. If 0 is an isolated singular point of D,, Lhen there exists 
a critical index A = 1, > 0 and functions g,(B), u(8) in F’(Q,) such that 
(4 ~oM~)p*) = 0 on D,. 
(b) go(B = 0 on aD,, i.e., g,(0) = 0 on 68,. 
cc> g,(e) PA > 0 on D,. 
(d) Y,,(g,p* logp + 0~~) = 0 in D,. 
(4 As, increases to &, as Q4, shrinks to a4 or as q’ increases to q. 
Proof Let g,(B) be the first eigenfunction for the eigenvalue problem for 
Q, described in Section 3, and denoted g,(e), there. The properties (a), (b), 
and (c) listed here are proved there. The hypothesis that 0 is an isolated 
characteristic point for D, is equivalent to the hypothesis that 6X24 is 
noncharacteristic for the operator L,. It follows from [ 12, Theorem 31 that 
g,(B) E Cco(fiq). For (d) note that 
%k,P~ lWP + UPA) 
provided L, v = -B, g, for some second order operator B,. The solution u is 
far from unique. We can specify it by extending -B, g, to a smooth function 
h in a larger domain Q*, say, a rotation invariant one. Then solve the 
problem L,v = g in a*, u = 0 on aQ*. This problem will have a solution 
provided (n + A)’ is not one of the associated eigenvalues for the L, 
Dirichlet problem in R*. This is easy to arrange for appropriate Q*, since 
we know the eigenvalues’ behavior from the zeros of Legendre functions. 
Again by Theorem 3 of [ 121, u E C”(b*) c C”(fiq). The monotonicity in 
part (e) follows from the definition of the first eigenvalue as an inlimum. The 
continuous dependence of 1, on q follows from the fact that by Theorem 3 of 
[ 121, the first (normalized) eigenfunction has, say, C’(b,) norm bounded by 
a constant depending only on the size of first few derivatives of q. 
We associate to a strongly isolated characteristic point a critical index /I, 
as follows. First translate the region D on the left so that the characteristic 
point coincides with the origin. As in Section 3, the defining function for D 
can be written r(z, t) = t - q(z) + R(z, t), where R(z, t) = O(](z, t)13). The 
critical index is defined as the one given in Theorem 5.1 for D,. 
Let 4 E Cr(IH”) be supported in a small neighborhood of a strongly 
isolated characteristic point of 8D with critical index /I,,. 
(5.2) THEOREM. If g E T,(aD), then there is a unique u ET,(D), for 
some E > 0, such that 
9fU = 0, 24 lac = g. 
Zf p < PO, then #u E I’,(D). Zf /3 > &, , #u may fail to belong to Ton(D). 
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(5.3) THEOREM. If gE r,+,(aD), j"E T,(D) then there is a unique 
u E T,(D), for some F > 0, such that Y,,u = J u jan = g. If p + 2 < /I,,. then 
QU E r,, + *m. 
The non-homogeneous version, Theorem (5.3), follows from 
Theorem (5.2). The additional fact one needs is that the global fundamental 
solution for Yi is smoothing of order 2 on r, spaces. (See 141.) 
(5.4) LEMMA. Suppose that S is a C” hypersurface in i In with a 
strong& isolated singular point at 0 Loith critical index p,. For anj’ 
go C”(S) and any k < &, there exists a poljwomial P on 1. I” (!I’ 
homogeneous degree k such that I/:, P = 0 and / g - P / = 0(/z ih * ‘1 on S. 
Proof: Let 
?;(2n -t 1) = (P / P is a polynomial homogeneous of degree k 1. 
~~(2~2+1)={PiPE.~~(2n+1)and~~P=O}. 
Let d,(2n) denote the dimension of the space of polynomials of homogeneous 
in the ordinary sense of degree k on iR*“. 
A basis for .Yk(2n + 1) in monomials splits into those where t appears to 
the power, 0. 1. 2, etc. Thus 
dim -Yk(2n + 1) = d,(2n) + d,- 2(2n) + .I. . 
10 maps .Yk(2n + 1) into .pkBk-*(2n + 1). Hence, dim;%“,(2n + 1) = 
dim ker 2; > dim .%(2n + 1) - dim ,%-*(2n + 1) = d,(2n). (One can 
actually show that 9’6 is surjective and hence dim c(2n + 1) = d,(2n). but 
we will not need this.) 
Let S,, be the quadratic surface t = q(z) tangent to S to third order at 0. 
Let <(S,,) denote homogeneous polynomials in x and J’ on S, of degree li. 
The restriction mapping R : .TJ2n + 1) * .Yk(SO) is given by the substitution 
of q(z) for t. Since dim FJ2n + 1) > d,(2n) = dim .Yk(SO), there are two 
possibilities: 
(a) R is surjective 
(b) There is a non-trivial element of TT(2n + 1) that vanishes iden 
tically on S,. 
Case (b) can only arise if k > & (see Theorem 5.1). Thus for all k < PO, R 
is surjective. In other words, the restrictions of Y’,-harmonic polynomials to 
S,, span the polynomials on S, up to degree k < PO. It follows that we can 
approximate any C” function on S to order /z lk’ ’ by members of 
pj(2n + 1) j < k, by an inductive procedure. This proves Lemma (5.4). 
Let us pass to the proof of Theorem (5.2). Existence and uniqueness of a 
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solution in r,(D) has been proved in Section 3. Therefore, we need only 
prove the estimate a priori 
II04 r,m G c II c!rllrbaN~ for g E Coo(8D). (5.5) 
The fact that $u E To(D) for arbitrary g in r,(L?D) follows by a routine 
limiting argument. 
We will assume that the strongly isolated characteristic point is at the 
origin and denote S -8D n supp $. We need only verify (5.5) in the case 
when /I is not an integer. The corresponding estimate for integer values by 
real interpolation. 
Suppose that k < p < k + 1. By Lemma (5;4), we can choose a polynomial 
P such that ipP = 0 and the Taylor series of g and P on S agree up to order 
k. It follows that 11 g - Pllr;cs, < C 1) gllrncs,. (See Section 4, and Part I, 
Appendix A.) Thus, replacing g by g-P, we may as well assume that 
g E c(S). Thus, with the notations of Section 4, 
II 2joS ’ R -jIIr,(.4pSj) G c, 
uniformly as j -+ co. 
We will estimate u in two separate regions: 
(5.6) 
(i) U Gj, (ii) U Vi. 
id i.j 
For any p ( /I,,, Theorem (5.1) implies that there exists a dilation invariant 
region D, such that the quadratic form q is strictly smaller than the 
quadratic term of the defining function of D near 0 and such that /3 is the 
critical index for D,, D, XJ D n supp 0, and the associated barrier function 
on D, satisfies 
0 < C,P5 < g,(e>P4 < C,P4 for @, 8) E S. 
The (weak) maximum principle, applied in a ball centered at the origin inter- 
sected with D implies that 1 uI < Cg,(B)pB on D fY supp 4, and hence 
lul<Cp”onDnsupp#. 
This final estimate can be rewritten as 
II 2j4u 0 R -jIILm(Rj(v+)) \ <c (5.7) 
with constants independent of i and j. 
Finally, recall (3.9) and the estimate a priori from Part I (1.7.2) in a 
slightly weakened form says that of c, then 
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When combined with (5.6) and (5.7) this yields 
II 2”~ 0 R -jIIrD(Ri(p!m)) G C* 
Similarly, the well-known interior estimate of Kohn that proves the 
hypoellipticity of Y0 yields 
Equation (5.5) now follows as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
To see that the critical index PO is sharp in some sense, consider domains 
D such that D c D,, D is tangent to D, to third order. The situation is 
analogous to the one in Theorem (2.10); see Section 2. The function go(B) p”” 
is a solution in D. g,,(B)p’O 4: r,(d) for p > PO, but g,(8)@ E To”+ ,(aD). 
(There are exceptions if /3,, is an even integer.) For failure at the critical 
index, use Theorem (5.ld). This also takes care of the case when p, is an 
even integer. 
APPENDIX 
Consider the Jacobi function g,.(r) from Section 2. Let 
y(r, v) = (1 - r2)3’“g,.(r) (see [ 18. p. 67 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose rhat - 1 < r ( 1 and y(r, v) = 0, then 
(d/dv) y(~, v) # 0, i.e., the zero is simple, except possibly if v = - 112. 
We will prove in Proposition 2 that the even and odd solutions to the 
equation (denoted g, and g, in Section 2) do not have a zero at v = - 1 i2. 
hence for our purposes that case does not arise. 
To prove Proposition 1 note that y satisfies 
2 1 
$+c(v)y=O. 
where c(v) = ~(v)(v + I)/( 1 - r’). 
We claim that 
(c(v,) - c(v)) (_T As, v,) L’(s. v) ds 
= y(r. v) -g y(s, v) - y(z, v) 2 .Y(r. v,). (2) 
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In fact, (1) implies that the derivative of the left and right hand sides of (2) 
with respect to r are equal. It is easy to check, using the form of the 
solutions at 7 = 1 that both sides vanish at 7 = 1. 
Now divide (2) by (v, - V) and take the limit as V, -+ V. Then 
ho c’(v) Y(S, 4’ ds = ($ ~(7, v)) (f ~(7, v)) . 
Thus (d/dv) ~(7, v) # 0 provided c’(v) # 0. Clearly c’(v) = 0 if and only if 
v = -l/2. As functions of z, g, and g, satisfy 
Lg= 
i 
2(1-z)-&+ l)$+q g=o, 
) 
where q=av(v+ 1). Let w= zy4, then 
L=&wpZ (1 -w4)-$ 
I 
- 3w3 -& + 16qw2 . 
i 
Let g be an even or odd solution to Lg = 0, g = u + iv. 
PROPOSITION 2. If there exists w,,, 0 < w, < 1, such that g(kw,,) = 0, 
thenvisrealandv>Oorv=-1. 
ProoJ Denote dp(w) = (1 - r-~~))“~w* dw. Let A = Re L. Then 
1”‘” W-d .f2 4 = Iwo f,WJ dp> wheneverf,(fw,) =f2(fw,) = 0. 
1(‘0 - % 
Let c = 16 Im q. Taking real and imaginary parts of Lg = 0, we find 
Au = CV; Av = -CU. Therefore, (Au)(+w,) = 0, and 
-C2 
-wo 
.I 
u* dp = 
- w. 
l”‘” 
~ )I’0 
(A*u) u Q = 1”‘” (Au)* dp > 0. 
- 11‘0 
Hence, c = 0. Thus 
(2 Re v + l)(Im v) = 4 Im q = 0. 
Therefore, either Im v = 0, as desired, or Re v = -l/2. Let us eliminate the 
case Re v = -l/2. 
If Re v = -l/2, then q is real and q = - $ - (Im v)’ < 0. So we may as 
well assume that g is real. Denote 
4(w) = (1 - w”)- “4w2 and h(w) = (1 - w~)~“, 
Lg=+#-‘(hg’)’ +qg. 
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Moreover, if g(fw,) = 0, 
l,‘() 
This implies that 
a contradiction because q < 0. 
Note that if -1 < v < 0, then it is also true that q < 0. so there are no 
zeros in this case either. Finally, for v = 0 or L’ = -1, q = 0 and the equation 
can be solved explicitly and has no zeros. Let the zeros of the even solution 
be denoted L’~(s), v*(r), vl(r), and the positive zeros of the odd solution by 
v,(r), 1’J(r). v,(5) ).... At 7 = 0 we computed that ~~~(0) = 4k + 2. 
vZk + ‘(0) = 4k + 3, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... (see Section 2). It is well-known that the 
functions vi(s) are continuous for -1 < r ( 1. It can never happen that 
Q(S) = 1’*/(* ,(r) = v, because this would mean that two independent 
solutions to the equation (d*/dr*).v + c(v) .r = 0 vanish at an ordinary point 
r. Hence interlacing inequalities 
vo(r) < v,(r) < v*(t) < VJS) < “’ 
are valid in the interval -1 < 7 < 1. 
The symbol of the Poisson kernel in Section 2 was written in terms of the 
even and odd solutions to the Jacobi equation above. Recall that r = cos H: 
denote 
z=g1 -cosO), z. = i( I - cos 8,)). 
The odd and even parts of the symbol are 
a,(& v) = F,(z, v)/F,(z,, v), 
a,(& v) = (sgn 0) Iz~“~F,(z, v)/iz01”4F,(z0, r): 
where F, and F, are hypergeometric series 
F,(z, 1’) = F((v + 1)/2, -v/2 ; 3/4 ; z). 
F,(z, v) = F(v/2 + 314, -v/2 + l/4; 514 : z). 
The zeros analyzed in Propositions 1 and 2 are the poles of u0 and u! . 
PROPOSITION 3. Let v =/I + iv. Assume that 1: is a bounded distance 
from the poles of ~~(8, v). Then for j = 0, 1, 
580:43,2 8 
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(a) ]cj(t9, v)] s Ce-‘e-eot IV’, 
(c) (e-8,1” 2-a” 
I ( 
a,(@ v> 
&’ a@k p&n q1#!4 <cc1 + Ivl)- - * )I 
s Ifk 
Note that (b) differs from (c) only because we have removed the factor 
(sgn 8) ]z]“~ from o, because it is not smooth as a function of 8 as 0-+ 0. It 
is smooth as a function of x and t. (See Sect. 2.) 0 = 0 corresponds to the 
positive t axis. 
Proposition 3 is an easy consequence of an asymptotic expansion for 
hypergeometric functions due to Watson [ 191. 
I~(~+i~p-i~;~;;(l -case)) 
- Iv11/2-yc,(e) ev  + c,(e) eCve)l 
< C Iql-Ye’“e’ 19~‘, (3) 
where 1, c,, c2, and C depend on a, /I, and y. c,(0) and c,(B) are continuous 
and non-zero for 8 # 0 and cj(S) = O(&‘) as 8 + 0. 
An examination of the proof shows that the asymptotic expansion can be 
differentiated. In particular, 
5Clvl l/2-y-jfke-/,lnel 7 (4) 
where C and I depend on j, k, a, /I, y. Estimate (3) implies Proposition 3a for 
0 near e,, namely, 
jaj(e, p + iv)/ 2 Ceple-eO’ Iv’. - 
Therefore, ] 8 - B0 1’ I uj] 5 C( 1 + I of I)-“, uniformly as 0 + 8,. To take care of 
values of 0 near zero we need a trivial estimate that follows from the power 
series expansion for F: 
(5) 
whenever If?] < ~~(1 + Iv])-‘. This estimate completes the proof of (a) in the 
trivial range 8 near 0. In a similar way, (4) and (5) yield (b) and (c). 
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CORRECTION TO SECTIONS 3 AND 5 
Equation 3.3 is false. There is an additional non-Hermitian term to the 
quadratic form (L,#, 4). As a result several corrections must be made, which 
we list here. We will use the notations of the paper. 
The validity of Theorem 5.1 is in doubt because the critical index PO is 
defined by a non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem (see 1201). In particular, we 
do not know if p,, exists or if it is real. Therefore, we cannot deduce 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 using the maximum principle. A complete analysis 
that avoids the maximum principle and that is also valid for the Dirichlet 
problem for /, , a # 0, and 0, on CR manifolds will appear in [ 201. 
A weakened version of the main theorems 5.2 and 5.3 still follows from 
the same method because Theorem 5.1 is valid for rotation invariant regions. 
In this case the barrier functions are the Jacobi functions g.I(r) introduced in 
Section 3. The correct statement is 
THEOREM 5.1'. Let ME H, D,W= ((z,t): f > M/z/*/, and a,,,= {(z,t): 
1>,M/z/‘;1z/~+t~=l}. ThereisacriticalindexA=~,,>Oandfunctions 
g, 1’ in C’” (a,,) satisfying 
(i) /,(g(Q.‘) = 0 in D,+,; g(@)p’= 0 on iiD,,. 
(ii) g(@# > 0 in D,,,. 
(iii) /;,(g(@p’ logp + u(B)p*) = 0 in D,. 
(iv) fL, increases as M increases. 
The corrected version of 5.2 is 
THEOREM 5.2'. Let 0 E aD be a strongly isolated characteristic point 
and r(z, t) = t -q(z) + R(z, t) be a defining function for aD with R(z, 1) = 
O(l(z, t)i’). Let $ E CF(lH”) be supported in a small neighborhood of 0. 
Choose M so that q(z) > M Iz /*. Zf g E T,(aD), then there is a unique 
u E f,(D) for some E > 0 such that P$u = 0 in D; ulan = g. Zf ,LI < A,Mr then 
ou E T,(D). If /I > A,W and q(z) = M /z /*, then $u may fail to belong to T,S(D). 
There is a similar correction to 5.3. 
None of the other theorems need to be changed, but Lemma 3.2 must be 
replaced by 
LEMMA 3.2’. For any spherical cap o c S(l), there exist b, c,, c?. 
cJ > 0 and a barrier function g@, t3) continuous for t? E S( l)\w, 1 > p 2 0 
and satisjjirrg 
(a) i,g=Ofor8ES(l)\G 1 >p>O. 
(b) c,<g@,8)/g(p,8’)<c2,for l>p>O,B,@ES(l)\w. 
(c) g(P,,Wg@,,8’)< c,@2/P,>4, 0, 8’E S(l)\QA 1 >P, >P2 20. 
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Proof: Let w’ be a non-empty open set, o’ cco. Let s2= S( l)\O. 
Consider the following function g@, 0) given by the Perron process: the 
largest g satisfying Y0 g = 0 for 19 E 0, 1 > p > 1 and g( 1,8) < 1, 0 E b; 
g@, 0) < 0, 0 <p < 1, 19 E %J. g is non-negative, and continuous at all 
boundary points except the non-smooth ones, that is, p = 1, B = 1, 0 E aa 
and possibly at p = 0. Part (b) follows from Bony’s Harnack Principle [ 1 ] 
and dilation invariance of YO. 
We will now show that g@, 0) < c,p4. Denote D = @, 8). Consider the 
measure d&, on S(1) representing the linear functionalft-, u(a), wherefis a 
continuous function on S(1) and u solves YOu = 0 in the unit ball p < 1 and 
has boundary values f on S(1). Thus u(o)= l,,,, fdp,. Gaveau [5] has 
calculated explicitly the formula for dp, when u = 0. In fact, it is a smooth 
measure that vanishes at just two points. In particular, dp,,(o’) > 0. By 
Bony’s Harnack Principle, E = inf{dp,(w’): ]cr] < j} is positive. The 
maximum principle in the region {(p, 8) = p < 1, 0 E 0) implies that g(o) < 
(1 - dp,(o’)). Thus 1 g(o)] < 1 - E for ((~1 < f. The same argument applied to 
the balls p < 2-k, h = 1, 2 ,..., using a dilation of dp,(o’), proves g(a) < 
(1 - e)” for (u/ < 2-k. Part (c) then follows from the same argument using 
the balls p < p1 2-k, k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (Th eorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 3.2’ by 
a standard barrier argument in the nature of [lo].) 
Finally, the remark preceding 3.9 may be replaced by 
REMARK. Let V be a neighborhood in IH” of a non-characteristic point of 
80 with local coordinates. (x, y): V-, R2” X R so that y > 0 corresponds to 
V TI D. Zf f E C’(D), and u satisfies Y<u = 0 in D, u lao =f, then / u(x, y) - 
f (x0) -f ‘(x0)(x - x0)1 < c(y + lx - x0 I) for Y > 0. 
Proof. A suitable (Heisenberg roup) translation and dilation of b(z, t) = 
I(zo, t,)l-2” - I(zo, tJ’(z, f>(-2n so that (zO, to) coincides with (x,, 0) 
satisfies (in local coordinates) 
(i) Y0 b = 0 near (x0, 0). 
(ii) c,(]x-x,]2+y2)~b(x,y)~~z(]x-xX,]+y)fory>0. 
There is a function F(x, y) that is a first degree polynomial in (z, t) such that 
1 f (x0) + f ‘(x,)(x - x,,) - F(x, y)l ,< C(lx - x, 1’ + y’). Since YOF = 0, the 
maximum principle implies that (u - FI < Cb, and the remark follows. 
(Proposition 3.9 follows from the new remark as easily as from the old.) 
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